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Transom Mount Transducer or TRIDUCER® 
Multisensor with Integral Release Bracket

Model P66
U. S. Patents: 4,555,938; 4,644,787; 5,606,253; Des. 334,335

Canadian Patent 1,233,341

Attaching the Sensor to the Bracket
1. If the retaining cover near the top of the bracket is closed, open

it by depressing the latch and rotating the cover downward
(see Figure 1-A).

2. Insert the sensor’s pivot posts into the slots near the top of the
bracket. Push down until they click into place (see Figure 1-B
and C).

3. Close the retaining cover before snapping the sensor down. 
Reach between the underside of the bracket and the sensor to
push up on the retaining cover until it latches (see Figure 1-C).

Caution: The retaining cover must be closed and latched. 
This will prevent the sensor from coming off the bracket
while the boat is underway,

4. Rotate the sensor downward until the bottom snaps into the
bracket (see Figure 1-D). 

Releasing the Sensor

Release the sensor upward by inserting a screwdriver between 
the sensor and the bottom of the bracket and pushing up on the 
screwdriver while lifting up on the sensor. Or use you hand to hit 
sharply on the underside of the sensor until it releases.

High Speed Operation (above 40MPH)
When the boat is underway at high speeds the water pressure can 
cause the bracket to release. In order to obtain optimal high speed 
performance, be sure the sensor projects below the hull (or water) 
the least amount necessary.

OWNER’S GUIDE SUPPLEMENT

IMPORTANT: 
Be sure to close and latch 

the retaining cover.

Figure 1. Attaching the sensor to the bracket
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